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OUTLINE 

•  Profile-specific risk estimates 
•  Our survey of reporting practices 
•  How to obtain profile-specific risk 

estimates from Cox model 
•  A heuristic for estimator of  the “baseline 

survival function” from Cox model  
•  Reporting an entire set of estimated 

profile-specific risks in a compact form 





















Distant Metastasis 

Death from Any Cause 







Low | Intermediate | High  Risk of “PSA Failure”  
 
based on.. 
 
* PSA value pre-treatment 

* Gleason Score (Biopsy specimen) 

* Tumour Stage 

n = 1,618 





Treatment 
Observation 





Had information on Tumour Size and Grade, but not on PSA 





For all the data & all the analysis.. 

Most the reports do not inform us about 
the probability of treatment benefit for a 
particular patient profile, especially if the 
aggressiveness and stage of the patient's 
cancer are not near the typical of the 
cancers in the trial / study. 
 



Is this an isolated example? 
Survey 
 
• Original articles, 1 January 2006 to 30 June 2006 
 
      New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM),  
      Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) 
      The Lancet 

• RCTs with significant treatment effect on 1º outcome. 
 
• Survival analysis 
 
• Yield: 20 articles.  



2. All effect measures reported in abstract  

Treatment Effect Measures: 
 Summary(aggregate)  and Profile-specific 

Effects on stated 1º outcome [or 1st one reported in abstract] 

1. Profile-specific effects: anywhere in article 
  

     (via graphs, tables, other).  
 







No instances of profile-specific estimates 
of risks or risk differences 
 
No tables or graphics from which they 
could be derived. 

Profile-specific Treatment Effect Measures 



Semi-parametric ‘Cox model’ 

These reporting practices stem, in part, 
from the use of a model in which…  

time is considered a non-essential element 

the primary focus is on hazard ratios 



Semi-parametric ‘Cox model’ 
Model leaves unspecified the form of the 
hazard per se as a function of time. 

BUT… 
 

Cox in his ‘72 paper, and software 
packages for survival analysis under 
this model, do in fact allow the user to 
address profile-specific cumulative 
incidence (risk). 

Authors are either unaware of this 
possibility, or choose not to use it. 



Obtaining Profile-specific Risks from Cox Regression 
Use Fundamental Relation between 

  

Survival function S[t] & hazard function h[t] :   
 

  S [ t ] = exp [ - ∫ h [ u ] du ] . 
  

So, if hX=x[ u ]  = hX=0[ u ] × HRx vs 0  
 

then  SX=x [ t ]  = exp[{ - ∫ hX=0[u] du} × HRx vs 0] 
 

    = { SX=0 [ t ] } to power of HRx vs 0 
!

     with… HRx vs 0  = exp[βx] 
 

  Risk X=x [ 0 to t ] = 1 - SX=x [t] 



A heuristic for the estimator of  
the “baseline survival function” 

SX=0 [ t ] from Cox model  
 

See handout on Breslow estimator 
(comments welcome) 



Obtaining Profile-specific Risks from Cox Regression 
 
SAS 

 
DATA profiles;!
INPUT psa gleason age tx ;!
LINES;!
      8.2    5     62  0!
      8.2    5     62  1!
; !
PROC PHREG DATA = xxx ;!
MODEL time*event(0) = psa gleason age tx ;!
BASELINE OUT = s COVARIATES = profiles SURVIVAL =  s_hat;!
!

Then… estimated risk (cumulative incidence) = 1 - s_hat ;!



Obtaining Profile-specific Risks from Cox Regression 
 
Stata  [ from UCLA website www.ats.ucla.edu/STAT/stata/seminars/ ] 
!
input psa gleason age tx time event ;  !
stset time, failure(event)!
stcox psa gleason age tx , nohr basesurv(surv0)!
!

Cumulative incidence (CI) 
 
Cut-and-paste regression coefficients b.psa, b.gleason...  into !
!
gen CI.tx0 = 1 - surv0^exp(b.psa*8.2 + .. + b.age*62         )!
gen CI.tx1 = 1 - surv0^exp(b.psa*8.2 + .. + b.age*62 + b.tx*1)!
!
Uses S_hat[t|x] = S_hat[t | x = 0 ] to power of exp[Linear Predictor]!
!
{ Linear Predictor = b.1*x1 + b.2*x2 + . . .  }!
!
!



Obtaining Profile-specific Risks from Cox Regression 
 

R 
!
require(survival)!
ph.fit <- coxph(Surv(time,event) ~ psa + gleason + age + tx)!
 
Cumulative incidence (CI) 
 
Curves = survfit(ph.fit, !
  newdata = data.frame(psa=c(8.2,8,2), .. , tx=c(0,1) ) ) 
 
CI.tx0 = 1 - c(1,curves$surv[,1] );!
CI.tx1 = 1 - c(1,curves$surv[,2] );!

!
!



STUDY for ILLUSTRATION 
Prevention of stroke by antihypertensive drug treatment in 
older persons with isolated systolic hypertension. Final 
results of the Systolic Hypertension in the Elderly Program 
(SHEP). (SHEP Cooperative Research Group, JAMA. 1991 Jun 26;265(24):3255-64).  
 
OBJECTIVE. To assess the ability of antihypertensive 
drug treatment to reduce the risk of nonfatal and 
fatal (total) stroke in isolated systolic hypertension.  
 
DESIGN. Multicenter, randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled. 
 
SETTING. Community-based ambulatory population in 
tertiary care centers.  



PARTICIPANTS. 4736 persons (1.06%) from 447,921 
screenees aged 60 years and above were randomized (2365 to 
active treatment, 2371 to placebo). Systolic blood pressure 
ranged from 160 to 219 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure 
was less than 90 mm Hg. Of the participants, 3161 were not 
receiving antihypertensive medication at initial contact, and 
1575 were. The average systolic blood pressure was 170 mm 
Hg; average diastolic blood pressure, 77 mm Hg. The mean age 
was 72 years, 57% were women, and 14% were black.  
 
INTERVENTIONS.--Participants were stratified by clinical 
center and by antihypertensive medication status at initial 
contact. For step 1 of the trial, dose 1 was chlorthalidone, 12.5 
mg/d, or matching placebo; dose 2 was 25 mg/d. For step 2, 
dose 1 was atenolol, 25 mg/d, or matching placebo; dose 2 was 
50 mg/d.  
 
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES. Primary. Nonfatal and fatal 
(total) stroke. Secondary. Cardiovascular and coronary 
morbidity and mortality, all-cause mortality, and quality of life 
measures.  
 



RESULTS. Average follow-up was 4.5 years. The 5-year average 
systolic blood pressure was 155 mm Hg for the placebo group 
and 143 mm Hg for the active treatment group, and the 5-year 
average diastolic blood pressure was 72 and 68 mm Hg, 
respectively. The 5-year incidence of total stroke was 5.2 
per 100 participants for active treatment and 8.2 per 100 
for placebo. The relative risk by proportional hazards 
regression analysis was 0.64 (P = .0003). For the secondary 
end point of clinical nonfatal myocardial infarction plus coronary 
death, the relative risk was 0.73. Major cardiovascular events 
were reduced (relative risk, 0.68). For deaths from all causes, 
the relative risk was 0.87.  
 
CONCLUSION. In persons aged 60 years and over with isolated 
systolic hypertension, antihypertensive stepped-care drug 
treatment with low-dose chlorthalidone as step 1 
medication reduced the incidence of total stroke by 36%, 
with 5-year absolute benefit of 30 events per 1000 
participants. Major cardiovascular events were reduced, with 5-
year absolute benefit of 55 events per 1000. 



Data, without subject identifications, obtained under  program  
 

 “NHLBI Datasets Available for Research Use” 
 
4,701 with complete data on : 
 

 age, sex, race, SBP and Tx {active , placebo}.  
 
20,894 person-years of follow-up ; 
 
263 events of stroke identified.  
 
 

DATA for ILLUSTRATION 

http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/resources/deca/default.htm!
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Active 

Placebo 

Active 
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SUMMARY 

•  Practice-relevant  

•  Almost never reported 

•  Estimable from Cox model 

•  Easy to report in a compact form 

Profile-specific risk estimates are.. 



SUPPORT 


